What do you like to do?
See deer!

Ty's Mom...He loves to go on golf cart rides to look for deer in the neighborhood.

When do you do that?
At night
Ty's Mom...Every chance he gets but mostly at night.

Do you feed them?
Looking at mom... No
Ty's Mom...No, they eat our apple trees. We figure that's enough food for us to give them.

(Hands going up and down) I like when the snow comes down. I see the deer and timber
Ty's Mom...He's looking forward to the snow coming down so he can see the deer beds and the timber that's behind our house.

Ty Asks When Mommy
Ty's Mom...In a couple of months when it begins to snow

Do you like school?
Ty's Mom...He loves school. Sometimes he is the only one riding in the van. So, he gets some pretty special treatment. He gets home earlier than the bigger kids. So, he gets a little extra mommy time. Don't you buddy?
Ty just smiles...

What else do you like?
Playing with the train downstairs, playing hide and go seek with grandpa and grandma, playing ball with daddy, swinging. When are grandma and papa coming to my house?